I. Project Identification
Project Title
Unified Communications project - DMV Transforming The Customer Experience

Agency
Department of Motor Vehicles
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Proposal Submitter

Ken Nappi
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ken.nappi@ct.gov

Agency Head

Commissioner Bzdyra

860-263-5015

michael.bzdyra@ct.gov

Agency IT Director

Naveen Prathikantam

860-263-5354

naveen.prathikantam@ct.gov

Agency CFO

Allyson Bruce

860-263-5021

allyson.bruce@ct.gov

Project Manager

Michael Garcia

860-263-5612

michael.garcia@ct.gov

860-418-6358

jose.catalan@ct.gov

OPM Budget Analyst Jose Catalan

II. Project Details
A. Project Dates
Proposed Start Date
09/19/2016

Expected Completion Date
9/1/2017 -- 06/30/2019

Project Duration (months)
12 - 36

B. Project Description ‐ This information will be used for listings and report to the Governor, General Assembly and
Connecticut Open Data website.
Phase 1 – Convert all DMV Administrative (desktop) phones to VoIP devices. AKA PBX conversion - COMPLETE
Phase 2a – Convert the existing Aspect call center technology to Avaya’s Call Center Elite
Phase 2b – Add business enhancing technology offerings to the call center function
Phase 3a – Convert the three Branch systems to VoIP to support Call Center Geographic failover
Phase 3b – Add business enhancing technology to further support customer self service

C. Summary
Summary ‐ Describe the high level summary of this project in plain English without technical jargon

Today, DMV operates several customer contact centers: Driver Services, Insurance Compliance, Title, and Phone Center. This project
attempts to address organizational actions by merging call center functions. The scope of this project is to convert the phone systems
to VoIP and subsequently enhance the Customer Contact Center agents capabilities and provide customer self-service functions in an
effort to improve the customer experience with DMV. DMV will collaborate with BEST and AlturaCS to achieve this goal. This includes
setting up telephony and server hardware and software at the BEST Groton data center, at the DMV’s Wethersfield location and other
Branch locations to serve as Disaster Recovery alternate sites.

Purpose - Describe the purpose of the project

The project encompasses activities that are required to implement Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) telephony and replace the
current Call Center technology which is at end-of-life. Also included in the replacement of the Call Center is additional features and
functionality which enables DMV to better serve customers.

Importance ‐ Describe why this project is important

The Aspect UIP solution was installed in August 2010 and is showing signs of instability and is at end-of-life. Over the past few months
we have experienced 4 outages which had a significant impact in the DMV’s ability to provide customer service to the constituents of
the State of Connecticut. The Call Center takes over 2,000,000 customer calls annually.
This places the Agency in a precarious situation with no vendor technical support available and the ever increasing demand from the
public for its services. Additionally, the DMV's vision to transform the customer experience is dependent on the ability to establish
changes to process, functions and offerings.

Outcomes ‐ What are the expected outcomes of this project

The DMV vision for customer interaction is comprised of three objectives when dealing with the customer - Web (Kiosk), Call, Inperson. Web: increase the customer's access to web services. Call: A single number to call for all questions and issues with tiered
support capability and low wait-times. In-Person: Lessen the demand on face-to-face interaction by the Web and Call features, thereby
reducing wait time at the Branches. Also, Call Center consolidation.

Approach and Success Evaluation – Provide details of how the success of the project will be evaluated

A phased approach as described before will ensure that the critical success factors are achieved at each phase before moving on to the
next phase and will deliver business value in priority order.
Phase 1 has been successfully completed.

D. Business Goals. List up to 10 key business goals you have for this project, when (FY) the goal
is expected to be achieved, and how you will measure achievement, Must have at least one.
Please use action phrases beginning with a verb to state each goal. Example: "Reduce the
Permitting process by 50%". In the Expected Result column, please explain what data you will use to
demonstrate the goal is being achieved and any current metrics.
Business Goal (Action Phase)

Target FY for Goal

Current Condition

Expected Result

Give the customer answers without FY17
having to talk to an agent via selfservice. There may be some business
cases that would not require using
the ACD and we can use the IVR to
create simple auto-attendant menus
for these cases.

Many calls wait for a Call Center Reduced customer wait times.
person to answer.

Provide multimedia functionality
FY17
such as; voice, e-mail, web chat, fax,
Instant Messaging, Virtual Hold, and
SMS which will allow customers to
communicate using their preferred
method communication.

Emails are received
Improved staff resource use.
asynchronously from calls
resulting in duplication of effort Improved customer satisfaction.
should a customer both email
and later call.

One place to call to get the right
FY17
answer. Intelligent Call Routing. This
is a major functionality of ACD
(Automatic Call Distribution).

All calls come to a single pool.

IVR; a self-service application that
gives callers specific information
based on the customer data
presented.

Existing function.

Enhance existing IVR capabilities
to improve the customer
experience including cashiering
transactions, etc.

Virtual Hold - allows the caller to
FY17
take a scheduled call back instead of
waiting on the phone in queue.

All calls wait for a Call Center
person to answer.

Reduce customer wait time.

Queue Monitor - Call Management
System (CMS) is where you would
access Call Center statistics and
reporting.

Limited statistics and
performance metrics.

Ability to proactively address
customer needs.

FY17

FY17

Allow the experienced
employees to only be needed for
questions that are complex.
Improve staff resource use in a
tier service model.

E.

Technology Goals. From a technical perspective, following the above example, list up to 10 key technology goals
you have for this project and in which Fiscal Year (FY) the goal is expected to be achieved. Please use action
phrases beginning with a verb to state each goal. Example: “Improve transaction response time by 10%".
Technology Goal

Target FY for Goal

Current Condition

Expected Result

Replace Aspect ACD

FY17

Aspect ACD has become unstable Gain functionality and stability
with the system
and crashes frequently.

Reduce "All Trunk Busy" condition.

FY17

Trunk lines are saturated and
many customers do not get
through.

Improve Trunk utilization and
customer service.

Web is limited and other
functions don't exist.

Allow the customer greater
flexibility in resolving issues,
getting answers and paying for
services.

Increase the availability of services to FY18
customers by providing additional
functionality:
Web ,Kiosk
Case Management
Geographic fail-over in case of a
disaster at 60 State Street

Presently their is no disaster
recovery ability.

Ensure seamless service during
emergency situations.

F.

Priority Alignment. The criteria in this table, in concert with other factors, will be used to determine project
priorities in the capital funding approval process. Briefly describe how the proposed projects will align with each
criterion.

Priority Criterion
Is this project aligned with the
Governor’s Key Priorities?

Y

Y/N

Explanation

Improve customer service and Agency
responsiveness.

Is this project aligned with business
and IT goals of your agency?

Y

Provide self-service capabilities and reduce
the need for customer-employee
interaction.

Does this project reduce or prevent
future increases to the agency’s
operating budget?

N

This project can potentially stabilize
operating costs. Unsure of details at this
time.

Will this project result in shared
capabilities?

Y

The project will utilize the BEST Enterprise
VoIP System.

Is this project being Co‐developed
through participation of multiple
agencies?

Y

It is part of the BEST Unified
Communications initiative.

Has the agency demonstrated
readiness to manage project of this
size and scope?

Y

The agency regularly manages projects of
this size and scope.

Is the agency ready to deliver the
business value proposed?

Y

The project team is engaged and vendors
have been consulted on system
requirements. Call Centers have been
consolidated under one leader.

G. Organizational Preparedness. Is your agency prepared to undertake this project? Is senior management
committed, willing to participate, and willing to allocate the necessary time, energy and staffing resources? How
will the project be managed and/or governed and who will make the key project decisions?
The project has been approved by the agencies' Commissioner and the six key stakeholders in these areas 1-Driver Services
2-Insurance Compliance
3-Title
4-Phone Center
5-Emissions
6-Copy Records
The project manager will maintain the Assumptions Issues and Requirements for the project. Key decisions will be raised to the stake
holders for consensus.

H. Project Ramp Up. If capital funds are awarded for this project, how long will it take to ramp up? What are the key
ramp‐up requirements and have any off these already been started? For example, has a project manager been
identified? Has an RFI been issued? Is a major procurement required such as an RFP?
Ramp up requirements are to engage the AlturaCS vendor to begin the data gathering and assessment for the project. A DMV project
manager will work along side the AlturaCS project manager. An SOW has already been provided by AlturaCS and reviewed by DMV
and BEST.

I.

Organizational Skills. Do you have the experienced staff with the proper training to sustain this initiative once it’s
a production system? Do you anticipate having to hire additional staff to sustain this? What training efforts are
expected to be needed to maintain this system?

Existing staff will be used to maintain and operate the system once implemented.

J.

Financial Estimates. From IT Capital Investment Fund Financial Spreadsheet

Estimated Total
Development Cost
$1,900,696

Estimated total
Capital Funding
Request
$1,810,696

Estimated Annual
Operating Cost
$366,811

One Time Financial
Benefit
$178,495

Recurring Annual
Financial Benefit
$178,495

Explanation of Estimates

- Development CostsSalaries and Wages - $90,000: 1/2 tech and .2 management
IT Consulting $:369,420 (Voice Recording, IVR Programming, Web/Kiosk development planning, Case Management support).
IT SW License: $1,417,276 (AlturaCS SOW, Microsoft Dynamics quote).
HW Purchase $24,000: 14 workstation and 2 network printers
-Annual Operating CostsSalaries and Wages - $70,000
IT Consultant Services: $40,070 (IVR Development)
Data storage: $50,000
IT Software Maintenance and Support: $206,741
-One Time and Recurring Financial Benefits$178,495 - Screen Pop technology allows for processing +100,000 additional calls per year, recurring.

Assumptions: Please list key assumptions you are using to estimate project development and implementation costs
The SOW includes programming the IVR access to the back-end databases same as today’s function.
The back-end databases are supported as with any ODBC Compliant database
Avaya’s Orchestration Designer is the tool that DMV will use to maintain the programming
Adding customer interaction capabilities will drive down face-to-face interactions
The system will present a single point of contact for the Call Center
Estimates assume volume of customer interactions will remain constant
Max number of licenses will not be exceeded
Case Management application will not be limited to customer facing units and can also be used by back-office services.

III. Expanded Business Case
A. Project Impact. Beyond the top business goals identified in Section II, 1) What impacts will this project
have, if any, in the targeted areas below, 2) What would be the impact of not doing this project, 3) How will the
project demonstrate benefits are achieved.
Impact Area (Vision)
Will this project provide efficient and
easily accessible services for all
constituents?

Y

Y/N

Description of Project Impact

The self-service component targets that objective. Will provide more
effective interactions and customer experience.

Will this project promote open and
transparent government with the
citizens of the state?

Y

Improved statistical reports and data that is published to the Governor's
Web Transparency Portal

Will this project establish efficient and
modern business processes?

Y

Call routing will allow a tiered approach. Less experienced DMV Agents
will filter calls of an easy nature allowing the more experienced Agents
to perform the more complicated tasks.

Will this project increase accuracy and
timeliness of data for policy making,
service delivery and results evaluation?

Y

Queue Monitor - Call Management System (CMS) is where we would
access Call Center statistics and reporting enabling DMV management to
adjust to changing demands.

What is the expected impact of NOT doing this project?

Continued long hold times for customers, operational inefficiencies and downtime due to outages due to unsupported system.
Continued high volume of dropped (abandoned) calls. Poor public image.

How will you demonstrate achievement of benefits?

Increased usage of self-service options; reduction in queue times; reduction of system outages; reduction in abandoned calls; analysis
of customer surveys,; reduction in all trunk busy condition.

B. Statutory/Regulatory Mandates. 1) Cite and describe federal and state mandates that this project in intended
to address. 2) What would be the impact of non‐compliance?
Statutory / Regulatory Mandates:

NA

Impact of non‐compliance:

NA

C. Primary Beneficiaries. Who will benefit from this project (citizens businesses, municipalities, other
state agencies, staff in your agency, other stakeholders) and in what way?
Citizens, business stakeholders, and the agency.
This project will bring significant improvements in customer service.

Important:
‐
‐

If you have any questions or need assistance completing the form please contact Jim Hadfield or John Vittner
Once you have completed the form and the IT Capital Investment Fund Financial Spreadsheet please e‐mail
them to Jim Hadfield and John Vittner

John Vittner, (860) 418‐6432; John.Vittner@ct.gov
Jim Hadfield, (860) 418‐6438; Jim.Hadfield@ct.gov

